
Kampong vs CCG  

There is no great man, just great challenges in which ordinary men are forced by 

circumstances to meet.  

It was a titanic dual between two best teams, they are a young and good 

cricketer, they played attacking cricket aggressive and giving no chance to 

sparing us. They were butchering us with no mercy at all. Of curse, it is 

miniature warfare with tactics and strategy. It is universal truth you can’t beat 

experience. But unfortunately, that citation is wrong I am better or worse as I 

pray more or less it works for me with mathematical precision. We gathered 213 

run the partnership with few people the consistent player was S.Mehmood, his 

74 run was millstone to reach our victory but alas it couldn’t happen against 

Kampong. If you gave 39 runs wide balls, it pinch your heart.  

 

 

It seems to us they keep coming to put us down let us rubbing our nose in the 

dust, again and again, our fielding scattered like a crowd without any cricket 

discipline, Captain ware stand up and take the command again and brought his 

hidden weapon Chaudhry he creates little thrill but too late.  

 

 

Our great captain said push yourself because none else is going to do it for you. 

He keeps his troops maneuvering around and keep looking the opportunity to 

break the partnership, It was decided over T. Karaya who gave the 13 runs in his 

last over, otherwise, he was the most successful bowler in CCG.7 over 55 run 2 

wickets, Given the circumstances that were a great performance but the thrill 

was also created by Chaudhry who took 3 wickets and arranged a run out also. 

In one over revolution happened. What a beautiful game of cricket it is, that is 

why cricket is a King of sports. It was joy and excitement.  

 

 

 

 

It was little speech given by Chaudhry at the end of this heartwarming thriller.  

To be successful, you have to use each day as an opportunity to improve, to be 

better, to get a little bit closer to your goals. It might sound like a lot of work—

and with a busy schedule, next to impossible. But the best part is, the more you 

accomplish, the more you’ll want to do, the higher you’ll want to reach the more 

you enjoy the game of cricket. So as long as you have the hunger for success, 

you will always have the power within you to achieve it. 

 

 



Picnic time, it was a glorious day and thrilling epic captured our mind and soul. 

Far a while we all forgot the unknown pandemic, just the beautiful game of 

cricket, that is why it calls the king of sports. That is all Gentleman.  
 


